
 

Reading at Bromley Heath Infants 

At Bromley Infant School, we are passionate about 
supporting every child to become a reader and 
develop a love of reading. This originates with a step-
by-step approach to teaching reading, writing and 
spelling systematically through phonics. 

Teachers and other adults are well trained and the 
teaching of reading is at the heart of our curriculum. 
As the children progress through our school, the 
emphasis will begin to change from learning to read 
to include reading to learn. 

Early reading skills are taught consistently and rigorously. 

 For more information on our teaching of phonics click here. 

In Reception and Year One, planned daily phonic sessions using Read Write Inc 
teach children the complex connections between sounds and letters, which is 
essential when learning to read and spell. Alongside our systematic teaching of 
phonics, we also instill a love of reading. This begins with high quality book sharing 
opportunities in the Early Years. In these sessions, the emphasis is on developing 
children’s cultural capital. We do this through talking about texts; developing 
children’s vocabulary, making connections with children’s experiences and 
broadening children’s horizons through the use of carefully chosen, high quality 
texts. Daily book sharing sessions ensure children develop their understanding of 
how stories, poems and non-fiction texts work.  

Reading - Decoding 

In Reception, initially children will bring home books 
with no words.  This enables children to practise 
discussing the book with parents, without needing to 
decode words. 
Children will then begin to bring home decodable 
readers (phonics books).  These books will include 
phonemes (sounds) that your child has already been 

https://www.bromleyheathinfantschool.co.uk/English


taught and is secure in.  Children will practise the book at school before it comes 
home.  It is important that children reread the book throughout the week at home 
because this enables them to become more fluent as they begin to recognise the 
words without needing to decode and also will ensure they feel successful. Brick 
words (high frequency words) are taught and sent home. This supports growing 
fluency and confidence. Children will continue to read decodable books in Year 1.   
Assessment 
Children will be formally assessed in phonics and reading at least once each half 
term to see if they have progressed and need to move onto books which support a 
new level. 
  
  
Individual reading  
Children will read individually regularly to an adult in school.  Children who need 
extra support with decoding will also read to either the class teacher or to a 

member of our reading team.  This will ensure 
children are further supported in developing 
decoding skills.  It is vital that all children 
continue to practise their phonics book 5x a 
week at home as this enables them to become 
fluent with these phonemes.  For this reason, 
most children will have their phonics book 
changed once a week. 
  

All of the strategies above will ensure that children learn to decode speedily and 
fluently.  
 
Year 2 -Developing Readers 
By the time the children have finished Year 1 they should be secure in using their 
decoding skills as a result of a good phonic knowledge. We then focus on the 
children becoming fluent readers who have good comprehension of the text. The 
children move from blending aloud to automatically blending mentally and 
developing an increasing sight vocabulary. Children achieving the expected standard 
in Year 2 will be reading approximately 90 words per minute 
 
 
 
 



Reading for meaning 
We teach reading for meaning (comprehension and 
understanding of the text) separately from phonics and 
decoding in Reception and Year 1. This is because when 
children are focussing on decoding texts, they do not 
have enough space left over in their brains to 
understand what is happening in the text. We therefore 
teach this skill during our story time sessions.  
 
 Children are read aloud to daily and the teacher will 
focus on a specific skill from the Vipers acronym to help develop their 
understanding of the text. 

 
Vocabulary 
Inference 
Prediction 
Explain 
Retrieve 
Summarise and Sequence 
 
Whole class and small group reading sessions

 

 
 
In Reception and Year 1 we will additionally teach whole 
class reading sessions regularly during the week.  The books 
used for these sessions will be fully decodable and will have 
sounds the children are learning that week in school.  The 
teacher will use a range of strategies to support children to 
decode the words.  This will enable children to apply the 
phonemes they have been taught in phonics.  
 
In Year 2, during these reading sessions there is a focus on modelling fluency, 
expression and intonation when reading aloud. Children will also look at new 
vocabulary introduced in the book and develop their comprehension of the text by 
focusing on different reading skills from the VIPERS acronym. 
 
 
 
 



Interventions 

Reading with confidence is central to future learning. Bromley Heath Infants adopt 
a keep up approach to our intervention plan to support children’s reading.  

Children are identified as needing additional support by analysing outcomes of their 
half termly phonics assessments and through teachers ongoing formative 
assessment during both phonics and reading sessions. 

Interventions are bespoke for each child but will usually consist of a combination 
of the following aspects; dependent on an individuals need: 

•    1:1 phonics sessions building the child’s speedy recognition 
of each sound and teaching a new sound if appropriate. 

•    Blending practise using ‘green words’ showing ‘dot and dash’ 
side of word cards. 

•    Quickly spotting all diagraphs and trigraphs within words 

•    Flash card work building up children’s bank of automatically known ‘brick’ words 
when reading. 

•    1:1 book share with a focus on building each child’s fluency 

 

 

Book Club 

Promoting a love of reading and encouraging children to talk about books they have 
read is at the heart of our weekly book clubs. Throughout the week each class 
reads a selection of fiction, non-fiction and poetry books, some even brought in 
from home by the children. The children discuss the books after the initial reading 
and then have an in depth discussion towards the end of the week in their book 
club. They talk about highlights, likes, dislikes and comparisons with other texts 
before voting on their favourite of the week.  

 



 

Reading Champions 

Our reading champions are trained parent helpers that can offer 1:1 reading 
practice on a regular basis. They develop positive relationships with the same 
selected children as they practice their reading skills. They work under the 
guidance of the Deputy Headteacher and are supported and monitored by the class 
teachers. 

 

School Library 

We are working hard with our FOS and local 
University partnership to develop our school library. 
We have obtained funds to purchase new furniture 
to create a calm and engaging space where children 
will love to read. Whole class weekly visits to the 
library encourage the children to develop a love of 
reading in this exciting learning space. 

. 

Impact 

The impact of our reading strategy will ensure that children learn to recognise 
phonemes speedily and use these to decode words fluently.  This fluency will 
ensure that children are able to master the decoding skill and become confident 
fluent readers. Mastering fluency when decoding allows pupils to read with 
expression, good levels of comprehension and develop a love of reading. 

 

 

 


